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Brazile Reaches Out
Political strategist to speak for annual lecture

CAMILE AUGUSTIN
Staff Writer

Democrat Donna Brazile is scheduled to lecture at the annual Charles W. Paree Leadership in the Black Student Center on Jan. 12. Brazile was the first African-American woman to chair the National Committee of the Democratic Party. She became the chairman of the committee in 1996 and served until 2000. She has also worked as the political director for President Bill Clinton and as the director of the presidential campaign of Vice President Al Gore. Brazile is a political strategist and has worked on numerous campaigns for political candidates and organizations.

Brazile was the first Black woman to chair a major presidential campaign and a recipient of the National Women's Political Leadership Forum's award for women's political leadership. She has also been a political commentator and has written several books on politics and leadership. Brazile is known for her advocacy of civil rights and for her work in promoting the political engagement of African-Americans.

LAUREN DAVIS
Staff Writer

The Tuition and Rates Advisory Committee (TRAC) last met on Jan. 12 to address the increase in tuition for the School of Education. The two primary issues discussed deal with the increase in room and board, and the increase in tuition costs. TRAC was established in 2001 to provide a voice for students.

TRAC's next meeting, to be held on March 11, will be held in the Tucker Student Center. The committee consists of 12 members, including students, faculty, staff, and representatives from the Howard University community. The committee is responsible for reviewing and making recommendations regarding the university's tuition and fee structure.
“It's no use of talking unless people understand what you say.”

~Zora Neale Hurston~

The Hilltop Newspaper celebrates 85 years of continuous news to Howard Students and the community, and remaining The Daily Student Voice of Howard University
Apple Sees Most Profitable Quarter Ever, Debuts iPad

BY ALEXIS K BARNES

Senior television production major Allyah Rainey thinks Mac products are so successful because of superior customer service and lack of viruses.

Apples are income increase is due in part to the iPad's debut just over a year ago in China and South Korea. The company earned $4.1 billion in its most recent quarter, up from $1.7 billion in last year's $2.2 billion, Apple reported to CBS News. Sales of computers increased 13 percent while 9.7 million iPads—double the amount of last quarter—were sold.

Allyah Rainey, senior television production major, chose a Mac over a PC because Apple’s customer service is "very good....all problems were handled and issues getting it repaired," said Rainey. "I haven’t had any vital problems with my Mac and when I did need a repair, Apple did it free of charge with no problems.

Apple’s net income increase is due in part to the iPhone’s debut just over a year ago in China and South Korea. The company earned $4.1 billion in its most recent quarter, up from $1.7 billion in last year’s $2.2 billion, Apple reported to CBS News. Sales of computers increased 13 percent while 9.7 million iPads—double the amount of last quarter—were sold.

Allyah Rainey, senior television production major, chose a Mac over a PC because Apple’s customer service is "very good....all problems were handled and issues getting it repaired," said Rainey. "I haven’t had any vital problems with my Mac and when I did need a repair, Apple did it free of charge with no problems.

“I am not a big fan of touch screens because they’re sensitive and seems like it could easily be damaged. Apple is known for being innovative, but I can’t imagine typing on an entire paper on it.”

-Zaria Poon

"The hype over the iPad was crazy. I heard it was going to be $300 and at first, I heard it was called the iStan." -Phillip Jones

What do your peers think about the iPad?

"Who’s excited about the iPad? I’m not. It looks like a new kindle," said Mike Howard, a junior broadcast journalism major.

"The iPad sounds like the latest hype in Apple world to me. It’s going to undermine the brand. I think it’s cool but I would take a lot of getting used to for people like me who are on #teamblackberry." -Courtney Mims, junior broadcast journalism major

"The iPod sounds, [like] the latest hype in Apple world to me. It’s going to undermine the brand. I think it’s cool but I would take a lot of getting used to for people like me who are on #teamblackberry." -Courtney Mims, junior broadcast journalism major
Student Shines in Local Poetry Spotlight

Candice D. Hoh

Candice D. Hoh is the daughter of the late Robert Hoh, who was a teacher at Roosevelt High School. She is also a member of the Roosevelt High School poetry club. She recently won the first place in the local poetry contest with her poem titled "I got rid of teachers who had hit children," which she wrote in 10th-grade English. Her poem was selected from a collection of poems submitted by students across the city. It is a powerful and moving piece that speaks to the experience of being a student in a school where violence and abuse were common occurrences.

The family's decision to have Hoh write about her experiences in such a public and open way was unprecedented. The family had previously been quiet about their experiences, fearing that speaking out would bring scrutiny and shame to the family.

"I got rid of teachers who had hit children," Hoh wrote in her poem. "I hit them, I hit them, I hit them. I hit them, I hit them, I hit them. I hit them, I hit them, I hit them. I hit them, I hit them, I hit them.

The family's anonymous effort to reach out to people who had similar experiences and empower them to share their stories was a significant step towards healing and justice. It marks a turning point in the family's journey, as they work towards finding a way to channel their pain into something positive and transformative.

Hai F LAPY Efforts: What Can you Do to Help Haiti?

Help-Haiti K street Lounge 1100 K St, NW

Thursday 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
$20 suggested Proceeds go to Partners in Health

Music Helping Haiti

The Rock and Roll Hotel 1353 H St, NE

Saturday 4 p.m. - 12 a.m.

A Drink for Haiti

Art and Soul 415 New Jersey Ave, NW

Through Feb. 13

$10 Proceeds go to The Red Cross

Happy Hour for Haiti

Vinoteca 1940 21st St, NW

Jan. 28 - Feb. 14 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Proceeds go to Clinton-Bush Haiti Relief Fund

Compiled by Conrad Labuke, Metro Editor

Metro is an exciting section to write for! Attend fun events, visit embassies and meet local heroes.

If you want to fulfill your writing requirements while exploring D.C.,

Send an e-mail to hilltopmetro@gmail.com
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Overheard @ The Mecca

Overheard conversations on campus...

Grl 1: I'm just so excited that my boyfriend is coming to visit me for Valentine's Day! It is going to be so much fun.

Grl 2: I just love young black love it is just so beautiful.

Grl 1: I wait my boyfriend is WHITE.

Grl 2: Ohhhh... (Horward Silence)

Overheard conversations on campus...

Person 1: You can't just shunt out albino. It is not a race

Person 2: The what else can I call white people?

Overheard one of your fellow Be as say something racist? Send it to meccanisms@gmail.com

20 Questions

...because we know you were wondering the same thing.

1. How many people were at the Membership Intake meeting?
2. Did you see Ms. Jackson at the meeting?
3. How many people tried to get recommendation letters from Ms. Baker?
4. Is the return of the CD?
5. How many people watched President Obama's first State of the Union Address?
6. How many people are for/shing his/her? what happened? Is the President's speech?
7. Why is Charles Gilbey playing real life musical with his 80's song?
8. Did you see the rush sign in Student Activities?
9. How many people are trying to get an Apple government-issued refund check?
10. Are you going to 'ball out of control' with your
11. Was Wade in your class yesterday?
12. How inappropriate were you in your Haiti Benefici concert last week?
13. How many people got the new Corrine Bailey Rae CD?
14. How much did you pay for it?
15. How often do you go to Wacka Flocka??
16. How is your Valentine's Day going so far?
17. Can we just have an opinion??
18. Do you think student government is dead, just like hip-hop?
19. Why won't people stop forget 'en Twitter? You aren't that deep in real life.
20. Do you think Black Greeks are still relevant?

What's your favorite part of Howard culture?

Email to meccanisms@gmail.com
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Boos vs. Boyfriend/Girlfriend

By Deontay Morris

He Said...She Said

Viewpoints From Both Sides of the Gender Divide

by Jada F. Smith

A girl just, a boy had, shopping, "what line I like," or solution you call your "tuvam, "boyfriend/girlfriend is less than a friend," we've all had one or two men.

But if we've learned anything from previous "We Said," we've learned that a major source of hurt feelings in relationships comes from conflict and miscommunication.

Being your boyfriend/girlfriend is more than your "boyfriend/girlfriend," the whole idea is much more than just going out together. I prepare that when raising the major characters in your love life, make sure they know their role.

Don't lose your mind like they thought they were just an understudy. Don't let your unreviewed views up the new pro-

After their B.O.G.O. don't fall asleep. Don't let your money keep you from a bunch of questions and don't expect to meet their friends, don't go any farther than your monitor will allow, and never try to come up to them when they're with another person.

You will love, and get re-

Attention B.O.G.O.'s don't fall asleep. Don't let your money keep you from a bunch of questions and don't expect to meet their friends, don't go any farther than your monitor will allow, and never try to come up to them when they're with another person.

You will love, and get re-

If you have any argu-

You're young and many of us have more options to choose many different options to choose being in a relationship especially the ones you can choose. So, I can't stress this for getting the waters before crossing into commitment.

But the key to being a good boyfriend/girlfriend is being a good B.O.G.O. To be the summer, and keep the days.
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This week's issue:
Spring Essentials 2010

The air is frigid, pea coats are abundant, and heavy-duty winter boots seem to be everywhere. But make no mistake, springtime is just around the corner, which can only mean one thing: it’s time to start getting that spring wardrobe together! So before it’s too late, The Hilltop thought it was a good idea to give both our guy and gal readers a short list of essentials and trends worth noticing for this upcoming season.

**CLASSICS**

**White Tee**

The only piece in recent memory to go from a trend to a staple almost instantly, coming on strong in the spring of ’09, the essential (almost casually) white tee serves as a perfect complement to any outfit. Whether paired with jeans, over a simple tee or dress, or even, for the daring, over anything it is. Favorite brands: The Boyfriend Basic Tee is a must have. Great fabrics to try out are tweed or Italian wool.

**The Boyfriend Blazer**

Shhh! Wanna know a secret?... Come closer... Don’t tell anyone, but guys actually like you when you keep things simple from time to time. Drake said it best. And with that, make sure you invest in quality—there for the spring. Whether an Oxford, blazer, or a simple Hanes V-Neck. Every woman needs to have a plain, white top.

**The Oxford**

No matter what your style, everyone needs an Oxford shirt in their wardrobe. Not only is it one of the most versatile pieces in existence, but it also adds an air of sophistication and maturity to your look. You’re in college, and you are a man (gasp). Time to act, and dress, like it.

**The Ray-Ban Wayfarer**

A wise woman once said: “Ray Banes are like books... for guys. They just enhance you.” And with that, a love affair was born. To prevent looking utterly ridiculous jumping and struggling in the sea, every man needs shades, but not just any shades. First designed in 1952, the Ray-Ban wayfarer along with the aviator is considered to be the most popular men’s style of all time. With its unique shape, plastic composition, and overall utility and durability, the wayfarer is an easy way to be cool in more ways than one this spring.

**Levi’s Denim**

501, 514, 520, etc. Just know when you see Levi, you say, You buy. You’ll be happy. There are many great purveyors of denim out there; Levi, A.P.C., FUBU—are, maybe not on much, but when one is looking for affordability to match durability, Levi is the way to go. With various different types and cuts (boot cut, skinny, low rise, stretch, etc.), there is literally a jean out there for every guy.

**THE VARSITY JACKE**

Consider this the only time in which it is socially acceptable for you to channel your long-abandoned high school sense of style. Look closely and you will notice that some of the well-dressed guys on campus have already been sporting the varsity jacket this school year. In a homage to the good old days of highschool girlfriends and Senior Skip Day, the varsity jacket is an enthusiastic trend that any guy can pull off. Thrown on jeans and a tee, and you’re there.

---

**Trend Alert 2010**

**Rounded Hard Bottom Shoes**

Okay, I admit, this isn’t really a Spring 2010 trend. Hard bottom shoes have been around for a few years now, but odds are you’ve been ignoring them. Hard-bottoms are great in that they go well with both the traditional trousers or slacks, but also with rolled up denim, corduroy and basically every other pant fabric out there. When buying a hard bottom, you can rarely go wrong with color. A brighter shade than you wear with the spring look, and of course, a brown or black can be worn with nearly any ensemble. Just make sure you go for the rounded toe. No square ends, FrowndShat.

**The Tomboy Look**

Listen closely and you can hear the sound of tomboys around the world singing in harmonious fashion. Headbands, argyle, scarves, even tube socks. All made comeback on the runways and are sure to make their way into the mainstream very soon. Harder-edged fabrics like corduroy and jeans are also going to be popular.

**The Hilltop**

Compiled by Aaron Rudder, Staff Writer
Cheating an Unfortunate Temptation to Avoid

In the face of cheating scandals rocking colleges and universities, students are being reminded of the serious implications of academic dishonesty. As Holts and intellectuals voice their concerns, of course we know it's wrong. But to stop the average student from succumbing to a neighbor's soaring GPA, or asking for a little more help than they should on a homework assignment, it's just not enough. Everyone doesn't do it, but desperately needs to be. So what is left for the next generation to do?

Some of the most sensitive addressees in the world, including Martin Jones and Randy Jenkins, were among the first to allude to a critical need for academic balance. As vice president of student life, Kalman Bartley emphasized that during the past academic year, the student body was overwhelmed with the pressures of academics and extracurricular activities. As vice president for academic affairs, Bartley continued, "These pressures are not demonstrated, executive sequel to executive. The student body reacts to the pressures of the academic community. As seniors, we may soon be a political issue." Whereas Bartley reframed the issue, the averaging average Howard student student shines during tough grade, working professionals.

But what happens when you mistakenly deviate from the path? How do you handle cheating when you're back's up against the wall? For too many Howard students, the temptation to cheat is overwhelming, but also demonstrates, executives need to hear about the pressures our students are facing and strategize, in a professional setting.
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January 29th at 5pm. "Freestyle Battle in Blackburn" Digital Auditorium.

January 30th at 10am. USAF Community Service, 1525. New Town Hall, University of the District of Columbia. 20010. February 1st, 9:00 am. OPEN HOUSE, Blackburn 140/150.

Join us for the Legendary Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Invite you to Pillow Talk Part 2 Thursday January 28th. At 7pm in Truth Hall Lounge. Bring your favorite pillow.

Hilltopics
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January 28, 2010

Alternative Spring Break 2010 Applications due Friday, January 29th by 6pm in the Lower Level of the Carnegie Building.

email questions to
hioz2010@gmail.com

Follow us:
twitter.com/huash2010

The Lovely Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Invite you to Pillow Talk Part 2 Thursday January 28th. At 7pm in Truth Hall Lounge. Bring your favorite pillow.
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